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SUBJECT : Community Fire Protection’s role in preventing 
fires in commercial premises 

_____________________________________________________________ 
 

Summary 
 

1. Fire Authority members have previously requested information on how 
the Community Fire Protection department (CFP) prevents fires in 
commercial buildings.  This report provides an overview of the core 
activities of the department and how they support the Service’s 
prevention objectives and protect the business community. 
 

2. Through its prevention activities, CFP has achieved significant 
improvements in the safety of local communities, its inhabitants, workers 
and visitors; fires in non-domestic properties continue to fall and in the 
past five years there has been a notable reduction of 33%.  Over the 
same period, the impact of activities to tackle arson have seen deliberate 
primary fires fall by 56% and deliberate secondary fires, involving items 
such as rubbish and grass, by 41%.   
 

Recommended That: 
 

[1]  the contents and the activities outlined in this report be noted. 
 

Background 
 

3. CFP works proactively to reduce the impact of fire in commercial 
buildings, targeting those premises that pose the greatest risk to life, 
property, the environment and to the nation’s heritage.  The statutory 
powers to undertake this work are primarily contained within the 
Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 (the Fire Safety Order).  CFP 
focuses its work in four main areas: enforcement of fire safety legislation; 
reducing the impact of arson; investigating the cause of fires and 
providing safety information to businesses.   
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Enforcement of fire safety legislation  
 

4. CFP works with companies to increase awareness of their responsibilities 
under the Fire Safety Order.  Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service (the 
Service) oversees approximately 32,000 non-domestic premises such as 
cinemas, schools, care homes, shops and factories, all of which fall within 
the scope of the Fire Safety Order.   
 

5. Enforcement of fire safety in non-domestic premises follows a risk based 
audit programme with both random and targeted inspections. The Service 
uses its powers to inspect, advise, and where necessary enforce actions 
required by those responsible for the safety of persons from fire in these 
premises.   
 

6. Cheshire Fire Authority, as the enforcing authority, can prosecute in those 
cases where the regulations have not been followed. The Service has 
had a number of successful prosecutions under the Fire Safety Order 
resulting in significant fines, notably: 
 

• Hallmark Hotels (The Belfry) Ltd - fined £25,000 per indictment 
(£75,000 in total) in Chester Crown Court.  Costs of just over £52,000 
were also awarded. 

 

• Buffet City Ltd - the company that operates Buffet City restaurant and 
takeaway in Chester was ordered by Chester Magistrates Court to pay 
a total of £24,067 in fines and court costs. This related to six serious 
breaches of the Fire Safety Order.  

 

• The owner of a Sandbach timber company pleaded guilty to eight 
counts of breaching the Fire Safety Order at Chester Crown Court.  He 
was fined £80,000 and ordered to pay the service over £50,000 in 
costs.    

 

• A recycling company in Widnes pleaded guilty to five offences under 
the Fire Safety Order, was fined £20,000 and ordered to pay costs of 
£10,000 at Runcorn Magistrates Court.   

 
7. Although considered a last resort, prosecution outcomes send a strong 

prevention message to those willing to flout safety standards and 
awareness of ongoing routine audits further helps to ensure premises 
maintain a minimum level of fire safety at all times. 
 

Reducing the impact of arson on the business community 
 
8. Arson is often linked to anti-social behaviour and the cost to society can 

be considerable.  The Arson Reduction Manager works closely with local 
authorities and other agencies to reduce the problem and its 
consequences.  Intelligence from a number of regional, national and 
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international arson prevention groups is shared and we work with 
partners on arson reduction schemes including: wheelie bins; abandoned 
cars; waste removal and bonfire reduction.  A Cheshire Police Liaison 
Officer is embedded in the CFP team to work with the Arson Reduction 
Manager; this partnership has improved fire investigation procedures, 
enabled better and more reliable evidence to be passed on to the Police 
and resulted in higher than average detection rates for arson.   
 

9. CFP work closely with Community Fire Safety (CFS) and station based 
crews to reduce deliberate fires by: 

 
• working with partner agencies to build safer stronger communities; 
• providing information and advice to our partners based on incident 

data and intelligence; 
• providing education to children and young people; 
• identifying and intervening early when anti-social behaviour  

begins; and 
• deterring potential offenders by providing diversionary activities. 

 
10. In protecting the community from deliberate fires, the Arson Reduction 

Manager: 
 

• works with partners responsible for the design of buildings and other 
premises; 

• works with partners responsible for the management of premises; 
• provides advice to homeowners and workplace managers to assist in 

the implementation of target hardening measures against arson; 
• works with partners who are responsible for the management of arson 

offenders within all stages of the criminal justice system; and 

• supports the judicial awards given to arson offenders with appropriate 
restorative justice and education. 

 
11. Investigating fires   
 

• Understanding the cause of fires is fundamental to their ongoing 
prevention and considerable information can be gained through 
their investigation.  To this end, fires are investigated by CFP 
officers, often working with the Police and other agencies, to 
establish their cause and origin and to help with the detection and 
conviction of offenders. 

 
• Specialist CFP officers are trained as Advanced Fire Investigators 

to undertake higher level fire investigations, i.e. where the 
supposed cause cannot be established by fire crews and where a 
more detailed examination is required, or the investigation requires 
a more technical, scientific scene examination.  Following an 
incident, Fire Investigators support the Crown Prosecution Service 
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and Coroner’s Office by giving evidence in court and providing 
written reports of their investigations. 

 
12. Providing safety information to businesses 

 

• The Business Safety team has expanded the advisory and 
educational role of the Service in line with government expectations 
for more information and less regulation following the Hampton 
Report (2005).  By making businesses more aware of their legal 
obligations, it is expected that they will be safer and less 
enforcement will be necessary.  CFP recognises that running a 
business limits opportunities for managers to attend dedicated fire 
safety events, so the team goes to them.   The department’s 
Business Safety Manager and two Business Safety Advocates 
deliver advice in the workplace, targeting the business community 
with initiatives which provide information on fire safety, arson 
reduction, false alarms and sprinklers. This work has been growing, 
with more than 1,100 business safety visits carried out in 2011/12. 

 

• Initiatives have included a variety of 'Impact Days' across Cheshire; 
campaigns targeted at B&Bs; presentations to local business 
groups and participation in safety at work schemes.  The team have 
delivered two national fire protection conferences highlighting best 
practice: ‘Heritage under Fire’, in conjunction with the Institution of 
Fire Engineers and English Heritage, which addressed the threat of 
fire in our built heritage and ‘Five Star Fire Safety’ focussing on the 
safe evacuation of disabled and vulnerable people from hotels.  A 
third conference is planned for November 2012, ‘Arson in Mind’, 
which will explore the relationship between arson and mental 
health.   

 

• CFP promotes Sprinklers to control fires, enable safer escape from 
buildings, reduce damage to property and the environment, protect 
the local economy and importantly to minimise the risk to 
operational fire-fighters.  In support of this aim CFP developed a 
Sprinkler Policy whereby the Service proactively endorses the 
installation of sprinkler systems in domestic, educational, industrial, 
commercial and residential premises.  The recent fire and sprinkler 
demonstration in conjunction with Wulvern in Crewe is an example 
of one such event.  After the fires, observers viewed a fire damaged 
room that didn't have sprinklers and compared that to a sprinklered 
room.  Following the demonstrations speeches were given by 
Welsh Assembly Member Ann Jones (the driving force behind the 
change to Welsh legislation passed in 2011, requiring all new 
homes built in Wales to be fitted with sprinklers) and Chris Enness, 
Deputy Chief Fire Officer of Staffordshire Fire and Rescue Service 
(the national campaign leader for sprinklers in England). 
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13. Other activities and information  
 

• Research is an important part of CFP’s prevention activities, with 
the team monitoring the latest developments in fire safety. They 
react quickly to national incidents to see what lessons can be learnt 
from them e.g. Lakanal House (fatal fire south London tower block), 
Rosepark (deaths in fire at a care home) and modern methods of 
construction, e.g. timber framed buildings.  CFP officers then share 
this information across the Service integrating any changes into 
policy and procedures.   

 

• The Service’s Heritage policy sets out the arrangements to protect 
listed buildings and their contents within the Service area.  CFP 
works to reduce the likelihood and gravity of incidents involving 
heritage risks, integrating Prevention, Protection and Operational 
Response. CFP officers are active members of the Chester Fire 
Board, a partnership group comprising key stakeholders working to 
protect the heritage buildings in and around Chester city centre.   

 

• To maintain an auditable high standard of service delivery, CFP 
achieved accreditation to ISO 9001:2008. CFP’s Quality 
Management System sets out the policies and processes that 
ensure it continues to meet stakeholder and statutory requirements 
in relation to fire safety enforcement, fire investigation, unwanted 
fire signal and arson reduction.  Achievement of this quality 
standard involves all CFP personnel, who are individually 
accountable for the quality of their work, which is underpinned by a 
system of performance audit and feedback and results in 
continuous improvement.   

 

Financial Implications 
 

14. There are no new financial implications arising from this paper. 
 

Legal Implications 
 

15. There are no new legal implications arising from this paper. 
 

Equality & Diversity Implications 
 

16. There are no new equality and diversity implications arising from this 
paper. 
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Environmental Implications 
 

17. There are no new environmental implications arising from this paper. 
 
 
 
CONTACT: JOANNE SMITH, FIRE SERVICE HQ, WINSFORD 
TEL [01606] 868804 
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